**Package Contents**


**Positioning**

![Swing Caddie Diagram]

- Positioning Swing Caddie: 0-1.5 meters (6-46 inches) behind the ball.
- Distance: 30-100 meters / yards

**Tip**

![Tip Diagram]

- Total shot
- Total work out time
- Club swing speed
- Ball speed

**Basic Usage**

- **Unit Selection**: Press and hold the "+" button on the Swing Caddie.
- **YARD**: METER, MPH <-> KM/H
- **Device only**: unit selection is only available on the device, not remote control.
- **Mode Selection**: Press the M (Mode) button on the Swing Caddie or on the remote control.
- **Practice**: RANDOM -> TARGET
- **Club Selection**: Press the C (CLUB/STATS) button on the Swing Caddie or select your desired club on the remote control.

**Stats**

- Displays your average stats for each club.
- Shot distance, swing speed, ball speed, smash factor
- Press and hold the C (CLUB/STATS) button or press the STATS button on the remote control to enter Stats Mode.
- Use + or - button to switch between average stats for the last 100 shots, and average stats for the day (DHY).
- Press and hold the C (CLUB/STATS) button to reset stats.

**Notes**

1. Swing Caddie measures carry distance and does not account for run.
2. The angle of the remote control may be reduced in direct sunlight.
3. Data for practice swings are not stored or displayed.
4. Data for omitted shots are not stored or displayed.
5. Data for shots that hit the ball or the fair way may not be accurate.
6. Caution: Inverting the battery may result in malfunction.

**Specification**

- **Sensor**: Doppler radar sensor
- **Frequency**: X band (24 GHz)
- **Power**: 400mA, 1.5V AAAA battery
- **Battery**: About 20 hours
- **Dimension**: 77(W) X 150(D) X 25(E) mm
- **Weight**: Approx. 206g (including battery)
- **Operating temperature**: -10°C - 50°C

**Warranty**

**One Year Limited Warranty**

Voice Caddie warrants this product against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of original purchase. If the defect is-covered, it is either repaired or replaced at Voice Caddie's discretion. If the defect is not covered, the customer will be responsible for all costs involved in repair or replacement. All repairs or replacements will be performed by authorized personnel in accordance with the terms and conditions of this warranty. This warranty does not apply to defects resulting from: (1) damage caused by accident, abuse, misuse, misapplication, or modification, or use of the product in a manner inconsistent with the manufacturer’s instructions, (2) normal wear and tear, or (3) use of the product for commercial purposes. This warranty is void if the product is taken apart or repaired by anyone other than the manufacturer or an authorized repair facility.

For more information on Voice Caddie’s warranty and return policy, please visit www.voicecaddie.com

Customer Center

Toll free: +1-800-935-9578
Email: support@voicecaddie.com
Website: www.voicecaddie.com

---

**Practice Mode**

Displays immediate feedback on the preceding shot.

- Time/Motion
- Swing Speed
- Ball Speed
- Swing Angle
- Club
- Smashed Factor

**Target Mode**

Before the shot: Displays your target distance.
After the shot: Displays your carry distance.

Use the + or - buttons to set your target distance.

**Approach Mode**

- Before the shot: Displays a randomly generated target distance.
- After the shot: Displays your carry or total distance.
- Use the + or - button to generate a new target distance.

**Scoring Mode**

Swing Caddie scores each shot for accuracy,
- The pre-shot display shows your total score for the round, (perfect score: 100)
- The post-shot display shows your score for the preceding shot, (perfect score: 10)
- Tip: A bonus point (+1) will be awarded for matching the exact target distance!

**One round in Target Mode is 10 shots.**

**Distance Voice Output**

- Loft angle selectable
- Instant feedback via LCD display
- Practice swing measurement
- Distance adjustment by atmospheric pressure
- 3 Modes: Practice, Target, Approach
- Daily and overall stats for each club
- Shot count and time display
- Simultaneous display